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Abstract
In wireless sensor networks, congestion control is a major issue. When incoming packets increase beyond
the actual ability of the network, otherwise node, it leads to congestion in the network. Network
congestion can reduce bandwidth, increase network delay, as well as increase packet loss along with
sensor power loss. Therefore, better methods are needed to deal with congestion. There is a need to
understand congestion as well as supervise congestion resources in the wireless network to improve
network performance. In recent years, various methods for recognizing and preventing congestion have
been introduced. To address some of these issues, biodiversity monitoring system called LionFuzzyBee is
proposed . The LionFuzzyBee is compared to a lion and a bee methods by a variety of metrics, for
instance packet delivery ratio, detection accuracy, average throughput along with energy consumption
etc . Evaluation outputs demonstrated that the LionFuzzyBee provides enhanced outputs than the Lion
as well as Bee algorithm.
Keywords: Wireless sensor networks (WSNs); Congestion Control; Bee Optimization; Lion Optimization and
LionFuzzyBee.

1. Introduction
WSN on a wireless sensor network is a network of systems that can be able to densely located in an aggressive
as well as unreachable environment to sense this atmosphere along with the collected information through high
accuracy. It incorporates sensors, calculations, as well as communication into a tiny system called a sensor node
[1-4]. WSN consists of thousands of device nodes. The sensor unit consists of single or additional sensors
associated with the application, the vital device being a microwave, a battery memory relay [5,6]. A collection
of sensors connected via a wireless storage device to perform distribution recognition tasks. The major job of
the sensor is to know the data in the surroundings, process this data as well as transmit the information to the
sinking unit. There are numerous issues in WSN [7-10].
When a node's output information goes to a single base station in the WSN for a long time, there is a risk of
network shutdown. When the recipient node receives a packet of data at a level higher than its ability, extra
information needs to be stored in the cache [11]. Because of insufficient free space, the buffer is occupied as
well as the information packet must be freed accordingly to congestion [12]. Congestion is a major problem in
WSN that will affect the quality parameter. Congestion occurs at what time the speed of a packet entering a
particular hub is superior than the amount of packets issued. Overloading produces packet failure as well as
reduces reply time [11].
Congestion in the WSN will lead to degradation of network processes, for instance reduced bandwidth,
distribution ratios, enlarged latency as well as power consumption per packet . It is important to pay attention to
congestion problem in the network to provide the necessary transmit rate for WSN as well as extend network
life . Congestion in the WSN occur at the node stage or connection stage [14,36]. At what time the packet
reached value is superior than the packet service speed, after that node stage congestion will happen. This type
of congestion causes packet failure as well as decrease network life. When multiple sensor centers in such a
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range try to transmit information simultaneously, there will be a serious breakdown of the connection. This type
of collision will interfere with network usage and full outcomes.
Hence, for decades, congestion management has turn out to be an lively region of research, but usually
fewer attention is given to congestion management in the evolving parts of the WSN. To send data to WSN, first
create a path using any routing protocol. Large amount of packets are transmitted via network at a time, which
produce network congestion for a variety of reasons, such as cache overload, low network capacity, and so on.
In the WSN, several congestion control designs have been created through researchers. Current approaches to
congestion management have few problems, for instance future traffic administration, regardless of the
evaluation of alternative road traffic [13]. From the source sensor node to the sink, priority is given to the
number of hops instead of the actual packet delay [15, 16]. In addition, the sharing of transfer loads on crowded
along with alternating paths is not appropriately addressed. To overcome these problems, this work suggests an
inspired bio algorithm called LionFuzzyBee.
The major offerings of this work are summarised as follows:
(i) To reduce congestion in WSN using LionFuzzyBee optimization approach.
(ii) To improve the quality of WSN by reducing packet loss.
(iii) To reduce the execution time of optimization approach by combining Lion, and Bee approaches.
(iv)To boost the life time of WSN by increasing the energy efficiency.
(v) To increase the scalability of WSN.
A secondary contribution is to implement the congestion control techniques presented in the WSN and to
analyze the implementation by comparing it with existing methods.
The manuscript of this document is prepared as follows: Section 2 talks about some current related work.
Section 3 offers a detailed explanation of the presented architecture. Section 4 presents experimental results that
include general operating results from LionFuzzyBee , performance comparisons and other previous methods.
Section 5 presents the Conclusion.
2. Related Work
Various techniques have been developed for congestion management as follows: [20] The authors propose a
congestion avoidance protocol called machine learning cloning (LACAS) based on machine learning. The
author called it an automated learning process and then used it to improve the next procedure consistently over
time. Depending on the motion stack in the system, the broadcasting speed may be changeable. In this way, to
prevent congestion, the training machine restricts the flow of data at all nodes. In this procedure, multiple
packets transferred to the intermediate node will be used to the extent that possible to limit the intermediate
node limit and reduce packet loss.
Amir Hossein, et al. [21] presented the Bat schemes for a variety of best value selection tasks. They
presented mathematical schemes to resolve main functions with match up to different metrics of the bat
algorithms with target functions. Bat algorithms try to attain the greatest universal answer subsequent to
replicate the mathematical structures can be employed for a variety of troubles, Antonio M. Ortiz et al. [22]
presented routing protocol for dense networks. Logical methods are used to determine the best path for
information broadcast from source to destination. Paths can be decided with mathematical schemes obtained by
means of ambiguous logical algorithms in addition to show improved outputs compared to preceding methods
according to delay with package distribution ratio.
Alihodzic, et al. [23] presented the use of programmatic solutions in image processing software. They
developed a model that was employed to determine the level of the image through the procedure. In their
schemes, they considered several levels to define the binary image of a specified image . This method can be
applied to wireless sensor networks with arranging different operating stages for the nodes. Salvador Climent et
al. [24] presented the universal structural design of the submarine network with its submerged surface.
Maintained by comprehensive data of each detector, DBR (Depth Based Routing) transmits packaged data to the
water area. The DBR packet has a field that records the last sender ‘s depth information and is modified by
individual clusters.
Seokhoon Yoon et al. [25] presented the use of AURP (An auv-aided underwater routing protocol) to
solve the problem of small proportion of packet transmission size as well as large amount of power utilization in
the underwater acoustic sensor network. To understand the link between the size of the information and the low
power consumption, AURP uses the control quality of several autonomous submarines that are similar to the
same acoustic broadcasting network. Sheng-Shih Wang et al. [26] presented a connection-based scheme to
grouping in a wireless sensor network. Connections are accumulated in the routing table of all node along with
packets are transmitted through these connections, which keeps high amount of energy employed to define the
connection. This protocol defines the common MAC protocol as well as intends to increase the network life by
distributing the remaining power of the sensor nodes.
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Selim Yilmaz et al. [27] presented mathematical methods to solve the problem of creating multiple obstacles.
This type of problem requires continuous optimization, finding the best local and other solutions. The Bat
algorithm is used to solve this type of problem. Miao Zhao et al. [28] developed a wireless battery network that
uses rechargeable batteries to operate the node. These transportable nodes can be located in the network as well
as can be employed to calculate the status of the network along with employed for the computation of nodes in
the network. Xin-She Yang et al. [29] presented algorithms derived from study techniques employed through
bats to find paths or food. They use sonar waves In this work, they calculated a mathematical replica for the
similar that thinks each and every one of constraints determining the best universal result.
Miguel Garcia et al. [30] presented a cooperative wireless sensor network in which clusters were
created through nodes and data dispensation was performed with group heads of all cluster. The group head
should have the optimal power arrangement and should have a similar number of remaining nodes in the
network. This setting assists to improve the ratio of packet distribution as packets go behind multiple jumps to
the base station.
In [31] the authors presented a technique to avoid congestion. Three mechanisms are here for
domineering congestion in the sensor network, which is the buffer state of each receiver to detect congestion,
bounce back pressure, and control the speed of multiple sources in a closed loop. Congestion recognition is one
that is aware of the buffer tenancy of each node as well as through approximates the channel load conditions in
excess of a broad period of time. When an overload is detected in the system, the nodes at this point transmit
loops to adjacent nodes to reduce their transmission rate. If the congestion in the network remains constant, then
we use a mechanism to control the speed of the closing cycle. This method maintains end-to-end response from
source to sink node via acknowledgement packet.
When receiving the ACK packet, the output changes its broadcast speed, lets the source does not
receive the broadcast packet, after that it regulates the broadcast speed manually. CODA protocol helps to
decrease congestion, except it cannot get rid of it, so it does not guarantee justice in the network. In [32] the
authors propose an optimization technique called distribution model compression. To use WSN in a power
proficient way, we occasionally require shrinking the network to a larger one so that network life can be
extended. Distributed compression model is a single method to employ. The choice to compress as well as send
it to the subsequently node is taken through the node in the network. Therefore, the small precedence package to
be delivered will be condensed along with merely the elevated precedence package will attain the destination
earlier. Pressure is an important part of extending the life of the scheme as well as it should be used as division
of the path by means of the ultimate ambition of reducing packet failure.
Wang et al. [33] presented a disseminated Max-Min Fairness schemes designed to reduce congestion. It
is derived from the ALOHA, so that the node employs information about the total to calculate its possibility.
Once detecting the possibility rate, the speed of the signal is determined as well as it may differ plus be able to
distorted along with employed through ecological situation. This way the congestion will be diminished. To
achieve greatest plus smallest amount fairness in this case, decentralization schemes are employed. In TARA, at
what time a node is documented as having a channel load congestion as well as the buffer tenancy of that node
is quickly calculated, this node is measured a node of the difficulty region. In addition, using this problem area,
the motion of the nodes is forwarded through the assumed nodes to the spot in a transformative manner and
reaches the unifying nodes where the flows merge. Once the blockage is cleared, the system discards the use of
diversion [34].
At [35] the authors anticipated a procedure that employs buffers along with caches to look for
congestion in the sensor network. When congestion happens on the network, it employs a stretchable alignment
program that chooses which small precedence package will be cleared in addition to which one will be sent
subsequently. It employs two sub-rows, one for privately created packages and the other for transitional action
packages. Queued packets are organized from the source point of view at what time is momentary crowd. As a
source, a package is sent from a impermanent one, furthermore a locally generated package is transmitted using
a rotation algorithm. Transient along with congestion are dissimilar as well as are treated differently. The
ECODA method does not require a clear ACK from the sink. Using this method, nodes can be recognized by
blocking with arranging dynamic and accurate source transmissions.
3.Materials and Methods
Bio based congestion control systems can be made up of systems that can configure hardware or software as
well as electronic devices that mimic the way data is processed as well as bio systems are addressed. At what
time we seem at nature, a lot of different behaviors are experienced. The majority of species exhibit social
behavior. In few species, there is a leading individual who guide all the members of the group. It is similar with
lions, deers. Nevertheless, there are additional species that exist in clusters without a main leader.
For those animals, individuals have a prearranged attitude that permits them to pass by their surroundings
without guidance, for instance birds, bees, ants.
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In this second kind of performance, animals do not know the cluster as well as the surroundings
wherein they shift. As an alternative, they travel around the surroundings distribution data with their
neighboring affiliates. This easy communication among individuals complicates cluster performance. These
performances are generally the consequence of several existence of natural development. But a bio-inspired
single congestion management system has some disadvantages, such as a lot of working time to find the cost of
high memory optimization, suitable only for a small area, does not provide the best coverage problems, and
depends only on global or local search engine. To overcome this shortcoming, a hybrid bio congestion control
system was developed in this work.
The presented hybrid bio-inspired Congestion control system incorporates Bee and Lion algorithm.
These algorithms and the presented LionFuzzyBee algorithm are briefly discussed in the next paragraphs.
3.1 Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm
ABC was first introduced by Dervis Karaboga [17], inspired by the collective behavior of honey bees with
improved performance in function enhancement. Colonization of insects in society can be seen as a powerful
system that collects information from the environment and modifies its behavior. There are main components of
the ABC optimization model for food source selection that lead to the emergence of collective intellectuals of
bee genes. There are two attitudes , giving up and gathering food sources.
3.2 Lion Optimization Algorithm
The Lion Optimization (LOA) algorithm presented by Wang [19] and Rajakamar [18] is based on the social
behaviour of lions. This is a metaheuristic algorithm which is part of the stochastic optimization. These
algorithms can create different solutions to problems in each implementation .
3.3 Proposed Methodology
The LionFuzzyBee defines bio-inspired algorithms in WSN that use location information to manage congestion.
New cluster-based WSNs are also used in this work to reduce packet loss and save energy. It can find the best or
closest reliable path at what time the network has nodes with dissimilar broadcast ranges with the least power
consumption. The general architecture of LionFuzzyBee is shown in Fig.1.
Cluster Head Selection

Network Initialization

Weight Calculation

Select Members

Cluster Formation

Congestion
Elimination

Prediction

and

Cluster Recycling

Fig 1: General Architecture of Presented Approach.
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LionFuzzyBee responds thus finding the path only if a packet of data is to be sent from the source node, say Q
to the destination node, say T. In the next section, this article describes the key steps of the new WSN approach
based on clusters that play a key role in this algorithm. The steps are
1.

Network Initialization

2.

Region Splitting

3.

Initial Cluster Head Selection

4.

Cluster Formation, Building Phase

5.

Congestion Prediction and Elimination using LionFuzzyBee

6.

Cluster Recycling

3.3.1 Network Initialization
Start networking with nodes and mobile sink (LionBee). First, mobile devices are located . In the initial stage to
move the mobile sink near the cluster each group of clusters contains mobile sinks. The process of network
start-up is shown in Fig. 2

Fig 2: Network Initialization of Presented Cluster based WSN

3.3.2 Region Splitting
Considering the direction node T along with the G network graph, all nodes are splitted with its neighbors taken
with 4 sectors named S1, S2, S3, and S4. Consider the part of the line between Q to T. For HS neighbors, the θH
angle is described as the angle between sectors. The node N belongs to S1 if θN≤π / 4, S2 if π / 4 <θN <3π / 4,
and RS if 3π / 4 ≤θN, this is shown in Fig.3.
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Fig 3: Region Splitting of Presented Cluster based WSN

3.3.3 Initial Cluster Head Selection
In this phase, select a cluster head for each group. To calculate the weight, select the cluster head. The weight
calculation is based on the distance between the unit and the sink and the power of the unit. But initially all
nodes has the same energy. Each head of the cluster has a neighbourhood group. This is shown in Fig.4.
The presented method follows a distributed method to create a hierarchical configuration in a selforganizing regime exclusive of vital rule. The selected method picks arbitrary nodes to activate the cluster
procedure in advance. Active node Ut compute the relative density as well as its space from the base station to
decide the circumference of cluster k transient (1) as well as fetching the transient head of the cluster.
(1)
k  floor[  D(U t ) / Dk (U t )]
Where
is the space from the base station of u,
(u) is the connection thickness of the node u, β is the
parameter of the device defined by the specific WSN application, and the other part is the calculation. Round.
can be deliberated as follows.
RSSI  A

(2)
10.n
Where RSSI is a power indicator and A is a force of power from the station.

D (u )  10

Fig 4: Initial Cluster Head Selection of Presented Cluster based WSN
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3.3.4 Cluster Formation, Building Phase
The presented method determines the group range. The amount of group nodes cannot be exceeded to
keep away from the formation of huge groups, which will lead to additional costs as well as decrease network
life. At once the group master obtains a join message dispatched through the normal node, it compares the range
of the group to the recent member reception level as well as updates the number of group nodes if the range is
less than the threshold otherwise rejects this demand. If the discarded node already has a CH, the grouping
procedure will stop. If not, it discovers a new suitable group to connect.
Every member node of the group preserves a group data table that stores CHID, CH, MID along with
other data. If the node obtains a packet transmission in the job, it will revise its group data table accordingly. For
instance, the CH check node in the recently obtained packet, if the CH is minor, it will update the CH value in
the table through the MID update. Specifically, it finds a fast route to the group head as well as identifies the
recent MID as its node. There is merely one CHID entry in a normal node since it fits in to a group head, other
than partly cover nodes have numerous CHID access for dissimilar groups. The presented algorithm keeps away
from the scheme of a permanent group with intermittent substitute to stable the power utilization of the node.
This is shown in Fig.5.

Fig 5: Cluster Building Phase of Presented Cluster based WSN

After the clusters are formed, the cluster heads are connected together to produce a reliable power method. This
is shown in Fig.6.

Fig 6: Cluster Connection Phase of Presented Cluster based WSN
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3.3.5 Congestion Prediction and Elimination using LionFuzzyBee
In this work, LionFuzzyBee Approch is used for prediction and controlling congestion. This is a combination of
lion and bee optimization. The LionFuzzyBee method has the following advantages.
(i) They can adapt to environmental changes.
(ii) It demonstrates power and confrontation to damage through internal or external factors.
(iii) Allows the application of complex situations and behaviors within limited basic limits.
(iv) These systems can be learned and developed when new conditions arise.
(v) They can handle restricted resources.
(vi) The group of nodes that execute these schemes can be self-organized in a completely disseminated method,
effectively integrated with LionFuzzyBee.
LionFuzzyBee optimization technique can now be defined as the functions described in Equations
3,4,5,and 6, which are the most universal approximations for subsequent optimization problems:
(3)
LionFuzzyBee Y,K,L
where Y is the function that randomly produce the first solution, K prepares the original values offers through
the function Y as well as returns L at what time the final decisive factor is fulfilled. The functions Y, K and L
are termed as follows:

PBee,POB,PBeelion,POBL

(4)

PBee,PBeelion

PBee,PBeelion

(5)

PBee,PBeelion

true,false

(6)

Where PBee is the position matrix of the bee, PBeelion eports the position of the beelions, POB is the
corresponding bee and POBL is the appropriateness of the beelions.

The simulated technical code is described as follows:
Algorithm 1: LionFuzzyBee
First, the population of bee coincidentally with lions
Compute the suitability of bee as well as lions
Discover the finest beelions as well as consider them elite (best determined)
Until the final criteria are met
For all Beelions
Choose Beelions with Roulette
Update f and g
Update Beelions location
End for
Compute the suitability of each and every Beelions
Substitute blanks through suitable Beelions if necessary
Update Elite if beelions become more appropriate
End a while
Return
By LionFuzzyBee method, the initialization of lions and bees was randomly started using the E function. When
repeated, the F function recalls the position of each bee relative to the fitness selected by the roulette operator
along with the elite. Restrictions on initial positions are in proportion to the number of repetitions. A place for
the update is possible through two random walks around the current and selected elites. Whenever all the bees
fly by accident, they are calculated using the fitness function. If one of the bees is better than the other, their
location is measured at the new location for the bell in response. The greatest beelions are combined with the
greatest value found in updated (elite) and are replaced if necessary. These steps are the same until the function
returns incorrectly.
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a) Congestion prediction using LionFuzzyBee
LionFuzzyBee predicts the congestion behaviour earlier by observing the packet flow and network traffic
between the cluster head and cluster member .Among several network traffic parameters, LionFuzzyBee selects
queue length as the main parameter and its updates the queue length parameter in routing table also. By using
this parameter it predicts the congestion behaviour earlier. If cluster member wants to send the packet to cluster
head, first LionFuzzyBee calculates the fitness of cluster head (source) using the queue length. If the fitness is
higher than the CCR (Congestion Control Rate), cluster head is ready to accept new packet because congestion
will not appear and CPF (Congestion Prediction Flag) is 0. Otherwise cluster head is busy and its not ready to
accept new packet because congestion will appear and CPF is 1. Finally we have to eliminate by using
LionFuzzyBee. The Algorithm for Congestion prediction using LionFuzzyBee is shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Congestion prediction using LionFuzzyBee
Cluster Member (S) initiate packet P to send to Cluster Head (D)
Get Fitness Value (F) by running Algorithm 1
if F > CCR then
CPR = 0
Transfer P to D
else
CPR = 1
Execute Algorithm 3 to eliminate Congestion
endif
b) Congestion Elimination using LionFuzzyBee
If the algorithm 2 get 1 for CPR, the congestion will appear so it is to be eliminated by LionFuzzyBee.It
calculate the best optimum solution (another route node) which has the sufficient queue length to transmit the
packet P to avoid congestion using algorithm 1. By following this procedure the congestion will be controlled in
very efficient manner and also the energy utilization and packet loss will be greatly reduced. The Algorithm for
Congestion elimination using LionFuzzyBee is shown in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3: Congestion Elimination using LionFuzzyBee
if CPR==1 then
Execute Algorithm 1
get best optimum solution and the optimum route node is RN
Generate route by using RN
endif
3.3.6 Cluster Recycling
The cluster is constant for some time awaiting the re-selection procedure of the CH is prompted in T (k). CH
collects the weight of each and every one member nodes and then pick the node which have the maximum
weight as CH. The weight calculated for the above steps. Distance between sink unit and power. The initial
power step is the same but after data transfer more power is used. So calculate the remaining energy.
This reduces communication costs. Re-selection of cluster heads occurs in old clusters, so provisional CH
emissions along with equivalent reply of k-hops neighbors are not necessary. Consistent with the standard cost
of group transmission can be calculated.
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4. Experimental Results
4.1 Simulation Environment
The presented system was implemented through NS2. In the simulation, several parameters are listed in
Table 1.
PARAMETERS

MEASUREMENTS

Number of Nodes

50

Area Size

1000m x 1000m

Target Size

[500,500] x [500,500]

Simulation Duration

900 seconds

No of Attacker nodes

5

Queue Limit

20

Queue Size

100

Packet Size

552 Bytes

Packet Interval

2

Communication Range

30 m

Buffer Size

20 packets

Percentage of Attacker Node

5% node

Traffic Pattern

Constant Bit Rate
Table 1. Simulation Parameters & its Measurements

4.2 Performance Metric
4.2.1 Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR)
It determines the total number of packages sent from the available packages.

SP=

4.2.2 Average Throughput (AT)
It measures as the average proportion of successful messages transmitted through a communication
network.
AT=

4.2.3 Detection Accuracy
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It measures the proximity of the measurement between the original malicious node and the malicious
node detected by the presented method.

Accuracy=

4.2.4Energy Consumption
This is the average power used by the nodes in the network. It decreases with the attack of the nodes
when the transmission packet between source and destination is dropped, resulting in less transmission between
nodes.
4.3 Experimental Analysis
Packet delivery ratio is one of important parameter for identifying congestion because it counts the number of
transmitted packet. The proposed LionFuzzyBee based congestion control approach's packet delivery rate is
compared with Lion and Bee based congestion control approaches through varying the number of nodes from 10
to 50 and the result is illustrated in Fig.7.

Fig 7: Evaluation Output of Packet Delivery Ratio

Detection Accuracy is the major parameter for analysing congestion detection behaviour of LionFuzzyBee
because it correctly predicts the how many number of nodes will be affected by congestion in future using
optimised fitness value. Hence it produces highest detection accuracy rate and the result is illustrated in Fig.8
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Fig 8: Evaluation Output of Detection Accuracy

Throughput is one of important parameter for identifying congestion because it measures the packet size along
with delay. The LionFuzzyBee approach increase the throughput and the result is illustrated in Fig.9. It greatly
reduced the congestion behaviour of WSN.

Fig 9: Evaluation Output of Average Throughput

Energy ratio is one of important parameter for identifying congestion because it finds the remaining energy of
each node LionFuzzyBee approach reduces the energy loss through controlling congestion and the result is
illustrated in Fig.10
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Fig 10: Evaluation Output of Energy Value

Packet loss ratio is one of important parameter for identifying congestion because it counts the number of
transmitted packet. When Congestion occurs ,it leads to packet loss. But LionFuzzyBee approach decreases the
packet loss through controlling congestion and the result is illustrated in Fig.11.

Fig 11: Evaluation Output of Packet Loss

Network Lifetime is one of important parameter for identifying congestion because it finds the remaining energy
of each node. Congestion leads to energy loss. It lead to decrease the network lifetime. But this approach
increase the network lifetime by reduces the energy loss. Hence it produces highest network lifetime value for
all nodes. To prove that, The proposed LionFuzzyBee based congestion control approach's network lifetime
value is compared with Lion and Bee based congestion control approaches through varying the number of nodes
from 10 to 50 and the result is illustrated in Fig.12. The network lifetime of LionFuzzyBee have higher value
than Lion and Bee.
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Fig 12: Evaluation Output of Network Lifetime

5. Conclusion
This work introduced a new hybrid bio congestion control system called the LionFuzzyBee method. This
presented system is compared to a lion and a bee optimizations. The metrics used for comparison are average
throughput, packet delivery ratio, detection accuracy , energy value, network lifetime, packet loss. Comparison
output specifies that the LionFuzzyBee provides superior output than the Lion and Bee. In this way, the
difficulty of congestion in WSN is solved through LionFuzzyBee algorithm.
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